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THE PECULIAR MARKET FOR
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
THE ECONOMICS OF IMPROVING
A RENTAL PROPERTPS

Brian C. Becker

Economic Consulting Services Inc.

Abstract

Various types of commercial property are leased
throughout the world The leasing market is simplified in

this paper to consider only two types of property:
improved and unimproved. While a prospective tenant
may simply lease either type of property, that tenant may
also choose to lease an unimproved property and improve
it himself. This paper examines under what circumstances
the owner should choose to improve the property and,
similarly, when the tenant should choose to improve it.

Under the assumptions of this model, no tenant
would ever make improvements. since ifit were
economically rational to do so, the owner would already
have made the improvements.

Introduction

Commercial property is leased throughout the
world. This paper will focus on the leasing markets and the

• An earlier 'Va'Sion of this paper _ also presented at The Southwestern Economics
Association Meding in Houston, Texas: March 2()"23. 1996.
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improvements of properties in these markets. Improvements
to a leased property might include:

putting in new carpeting or overhead lights in an office
building;
constructing internal walls to designate individual
offices; or

installing a modern sewage system in an industrial plant.

These improvements (and any others that could be made to
any type of commercial property) may be made either by the
owner of the property (the owner) before leasing the
property or by the tenant after renting it.29

The interaction between owners and potential
tenants in this market is a complicated one. Owners must
continually be looking for new tenants and must decide
whether to make short or long term leasing agreements.
Tenants must consider location, size, and other amenities of
the available properties before entering into an agreement.
In addition, while some types of property are somewhat
standard (downtown office space )30, other types of property
must often be tailored to the specific needs of an industry
(i.e., high-tech industrial plants). Thus, the strategic
thinking and decision-making processes of both the owners
and potential tenants might involve:

• The types of improvements that a tenaIIl is allowed to make will VIr'J by rental
agrecmcat. If the improYClDClltsare genera1- the improYemc:nls would be seen as a benefIt
to all future tawIls - (Le., putting in new carpeting) it is likely that the owner would allow

IUCb iwy.\iwments to be made. If; howeYcr, the improYemerIls would oaly 1pCCific:a1ly
benefit the tawIt making the improwments (i.e., installing I new front door with the name
of the tawIt. company engraved). the owner would be less likely to allow aud1
improwmeots to remain with the property after the expiration of the lease.
10 Ahbougb cIownIown office property may be tomeWhat standardized, indivichlal properties
(and their~ve rental rates) may Vlr'JtremendousIybased upon their Ioca1iOQwithin
the city.
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the owner deciding whether (and where) to advertise its
property;
the tenant's consideration of a long or short term lease; or
the tenant's decision of whether to get space downtown or
in the suburbs.

While these points, and many others, are interesting topics
to consider in these markets, this paper will focus only upon
(1) whether (and when) an owner should make
improvements to its property, and (2) whether (and when) a
tenant of unimproved property should make improvements
to it during the time of its lease.

Analyzing the problem of improvements to
commercial property is quite complicated, and must begin
with a simplified, normative model. Previous research in
this field has been performed by academics as well as
commercial property leasing industry experts.

The leasing market is simplified in this paper to
consider only two types of property: improved and
unimproved. Thus, an owner may lease either an improved
or an unimproved property to a tenant. The tenant may
choose to (1) lease an unimproved property and improve it
himself, (2) lease an unimproved property and not improve
it, or (3) lease an improved property. This paper examines
under what circumstances the owner should choose to

improve unimproved property and, similarly, when the
tenant should choose to improve it.

From the perspective of the owner, the decision of
whether to improve the property reduces to whether the llI2:

front costs of improving are less than the present value of
the increased rent that it will receive from renting an
improved property (instead of an unimproved property)
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during the life of the property. That is, the owner will only
make the property improvements if it can recover the costs
(including opportunity costs) of improvement (through
increased rent) over the life of the property.

The decision making process for the tenant is
slightly more complicated in that it must first determine

whether it is more costly to rent an improved property and
pay the increased rent throughout the term of the lease or to
rent an unimproved property (paying the lower rent) and
incur the up-front costs ofimprovement.31

Once the tenant has determined which of these two

options would be less costly, it must then compare that
option to the option of simply leasing an unimproved
property and making no improvements to it. That is, even if
it is extremely inexpensive to rent an improved property or
to make improvements to an unimproved property, it will
still only be rational for the tenant to pursue that option if it
will profit through more revenue or lower operating costs)
by operating out ofan improved piece ofproperty.32

While tenants would pursue any of the three options
described above under different circumstances, the focus of
this paper will be on cases in which the tenant rents
unimproved property and makes improvements. In this
case, (1) the up-front costs of improving are necessarily less
(in present value terms) than the increased rent over the
term of the lease and (2) the increased profit of operating in

an improved property exceed the up-front costs of
improving the property. This paper shows that whenever it
would be rational for a tenant to improve a property, the

JI Although the rcota1 di1I'eROCC(improwd nte less the unimprowd nte) is the aamc for
tenants and owners, the analysis of each party to the transaction is unique.
J1 While. consulting business could benefit by the improvcmcm of an advanced phone
~ (through deacued labor costs), the benefit to • manufacturing company of c:arpcting
the plant's floors would be less obvious.
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owner would have already made the improvement.
However, while actual tenants often improve property they
rent, no conditions exist under which a tenant will have the

opportunity to rent an unimproved property and make
improvements to it (under the restrictions of this model).
While this result is admittedly restrictive to the model
described above, it does pose the question of whether actual
tenants are over-improving property, and conversely
whether property owners are under improving such
property.

Literature Review

Substantial research has been performed in the
analysis of leasehold improvements. Most of the literature
in this area, however, focuses on actual real estate situations
or the tax implications of making improvements. A small
sampling of this research is provided.

An example of the industry research was conducted
by Bratt (1992), who concluded, among other things, that
many property owners still fail to value the time value of
money when deciding whether to make improvements to
their property. He feels that owners merely consider the
increased rental rates they will receive from such
improvements.

Dupee and Rummell (1993) provided a detailed
analysis of the tax implications for the owner ofa property
making improvements to it. According to their article,
construction costs (when making an improvement) are
booked by the landlord as tenant improvements, which is a
capital asset. As a capital asset, it would typically be
depreciated over 31.5 years. Further, this article discusses
the tax differences between general improvements and
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significant improvements. More tax concerns relating to
property improvements are offered by Byrnes and Plescia
(1993).

Alexander (1989) suggests that one of the most
attractive options to property owners in a tough rental
market is to provide the prospective tenant an improvement
allowance specifying certain items to be included. The
specific types of improvements that he suggests will benefit
the landlord in the long run consist of adding restrooms, air
conditioning, a new store front, or upgrading light fixtures.
Improvements that would have less of a direct benefit to the
landlord include painting, carpeting, or tenant signs.

The above commentary shows that the topic of
leasehold improvements has been discussed in a number of
forums both from a tax perspective and a business
perspective. There appears, however, to be little research
regarding the tenant's decision of whether to improve the
rented property. The following model may provide the
genesis of this work ..

Modeling Improvements to Commercial
Property

Modeling the commercial property market is
simplified in this paper to assume that:

all commercial property is identical except that it
may only be classified as improved or unimproved. '
That is, any improved property is exactly the same
as any other improved property. Similarly, there is
only one improvement that may be made, so that any
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unimproved property is exactly the same as any
other;

the life of the property is L years and the term of all
leases is I (<L) years;

the benefits (increased revenue/decreased operating
costs) to the tenant (defined as an annual benefit of
p ) of operating in an improved property over the
life of the lease are not significantly greater than the
annual rental difference ( B ) in the market for these
two types of property over the life of the property;33
the up-front cost to making the improvement is
defined as IP; and
the rental market is assumed to be competitive with
the annual rent of an unimproved property defined
to equal t and the annual rent of an improved
property defined to equal t + B .

Decision of the Owner

I

.i~l
1

J3 Specifically. the following relation is true. using an interest rate of - r" :

The owner must decide whether to improve the
property before renting it. As a profit maximizer, the owner
will improve the property if it will earn more revenue, net of
the improvement costs, than it would by leasing an
unimproved property. The rental revenue (in net present
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M This assumes, for the JlW'PC*lI of aimplicity, that the improvement, and payment for the
improvement, arc made immcdiatcIy.

As a profit maximizer, the owner would only choose to rent
an improved property if the following condition held:
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This could be rewritten as:

value tenns using an interest rate of r) earned by leasing an
improved property over the life of the property, net of the
up-front costs, will equal:

Thus, the owner will earn its discounted annual rent of (t+6)
over the L years of the property s life. To earn this
improved rental fee, the owner must, however, incur an up
front cost of IP. 3-4

If the owner, however, chooses to rent its

unimproved property, it will then only derive annual rental
fees of t, but it will not incur any up-front costs. Thus, its
revenue would equal:
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The decision making process for the tenant is
slightly more complicated in that it must first determine
whether it is more costly to rent an improved property and
pay the increased rent throughout the term of the lease or to
rent an unimproved property (paying the lower rent) and
incur the up-front costs of improvement. Since the term of
the lease must always be no greater than the life ofthe
property, this analysis of the tenant is slightly different from
the analysis performed by the owner. The tenant s
discounted rent payments for an improved property over the
I years of the lease would equal:

Thus, the owner would only improve a property if the
following condition were met:

(4)

(5)

(6)
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This could be rewritten as:

Decision of the Tenant
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Canceling out like terms from the two options described
above, renting an improved property will be less costly than
improving an unimproved property if equation 8 is less than
equation 9:

If the tenant were to rent an unimproved property, it
would incur lower annual rent, but it would need to incur
up-front costs of improving. For this option, the costs to
the tenant of improving an unimproved property can be
defined as:
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This could be rewritten as:
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" This equation describes the relation that an improved property is cost efficient if its ImUal
increased revenuclcost laving, (P) exceed its increased rental payments U.

Once the tenant has detennined which of these two

options would be less costly, it must then compare that
option to the option of simply leasing an unimproved
property and making no improvements to it. That is, even if
it is extremely inexpensive to rent an improved property or
to make improvements to an unimproved property, it will
still only be rational for the tenant to pursue that option if it
will profit (through more revenue or lower operating costs)
by operating out of an improved piece of property. In this
sense, the tenant has three options (1) renting an improved
property; (2) renting and improving an unimproved
property; and (3) renting, without improving, an,
unimproved property. Thus, for a tenant to rent an
improved property, the following two conditions must
exises
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Similarly, for a tenant to improve an unimproved property,
the following two conditions must hold:36 37

There is one other important condition that must
hold for the tenant to improve an unimproved property. An
unimproved property must be available to be rented.38 That
is, owners must have incentive to rent unimproved property.
As shown previously in equation (6), the owner will only
choose to rent improved property if:
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M Sinoe the tenant only has three optioos. if the two conditions do DOthold for renting an
improwd property or for improving an unimproved property, the tenant will dlooec its third

~on and rent an unimproved property.
J Aaua11y, iftheR is only a marb:t for unimproved property (the owner has DO incentive to
improve the property). then only the IOOODdcondition below must bold. However, this
model assumed previously (eoc equsbon .) that the inc:rcased beoc:fit to the tenant must be
leis than the iDcreued rent to an owner of an improved property. 1'hus, if an owner.
iDcreued rent cannot justify making improvanenll, the tenant I bcocfits cannot justify the
tenant making improvements.
JI In a rea11D1rlc.ct,unimproved properties may exist that the tenant is \m&WlICCof: Further,
all of a city • unimproved property may be rented at the time the tenant is eotering the
IIllIIbt. While both of these CUCI may occur, it is assumed that if aomeonc is renting an
unimproved property, the tenant will be able to rent that property for an I1lI1II&lfee of t .



Given the interaction between the decision of the owner and

tenant, one of the following three situations must occur:

However, if the first of the two conditions for the tenant to

improve an unimproved property holds (equation (13)), it
must be the case that equation (6) also holds and owners
will only rent improved property. That is:

L

L () >/P ~ L
i=l (1 +rY i=!

> IP since L > I (I6)
()

(1 + rY
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Owner improves property and tenant wants to
improve it himself: As shown in equation (15),
situations occur in which the owner makes

improvements, although the tenant would prefer to
improve an unimproved property (i.e., equations (6)
and (13) both hold). The result is that the tenant
will rent an already improved property.

Owner improves property and tenant wants to rent
improved property: When equation (6) holds, but
equation (13) does not, the owner will improve its
property, and the tenant would prefer to rent an
improved property instead of improving an
unimproved property. The result is that the tenant
will rent an improved property.

Owner does not improve property and tenant has no
incentive the property: When equations (6) and (13)
do not hold, the owner will make no improvements
and the tenant will have no incentive to improve the
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(17)

property.39 The result is that the tenant will rent an
unimproved property and will not improve it.

Thus, the peculiar result is that under this normative model,
the tenant will never improve property that is rents. This
result, of course, does not accurately describe the actual
markets for commercial property in which tenants often
make improvements to their property. The following

. examples illustrate each of the three situations described
above:

(1) Suppose that a owner s property has a life of 10 years
and leases run for 5 years. Annual rent for an
unimproved property is $500, and for an improved
property is $600. The cost of an improvement is $350.
The annual benefit to a tenant of renting an improved
property is $150. Using an interest rate of 10 percent,
the owner has incentive to improve as:

10

2: ~ = $614.50> $350
;s 1 (1.1) i

In this case, the tenant also has incentive to improve, as
it would recover $379.10 over the 5 years of the lease,4o
but all of the potential rental property will be improved,
so it will be forced to rent improved property.
(2) Using the same example while increasing the cost of

improvement from $350 to $500, the owner has

59 The tenant would prefer to operate in an unimproved property. as equation (6) does not
hold. This, combined with equation (*), also implies that the tenant prefen an unimproved

property (i.e., Equation 14 does not hold.)

40 [!:$lOO/(l.1j]=$379.IO>$3S0
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incentive to improve since it recovers $614.50 over
the life of the property ($614.50 > $500), but the
tenant has no incentive to improve the property. In
any event, only improved property is available for
the tenant, so it will rent improved property.

(3) For the final case, assume that the cost of
improvement has increased to $700. The owner

cannot recover its improvement costs ($614.50 <
$700), so it will not improve the property. The
tenant will only improve the property ifit (a) can
recover the costs by decreased rent or (b) can
recover the costs through the $150 annual benefits
of operating in an improved property. For the
tenant, the first case does not exist since the tenant

can only recover $379.10 of the $700 improvement
cost. Since the second condition does not hold

either due to equation (*), the tenant will rent an
unimproved property and choose not to improve the
property:41
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41 In this example, this equation (.) IUggests that:

5 W

L $150 = $568.60 < $614.50 = L ~
/-1 (1.1)' '-I (1.1)/
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Actual Markets for Commercial Property

When renting unimproved property, however, the
tenants often make improvements to unimproved property.
This is in direct conflict with the result of the nonnative
model described above which showed that tenants would

never improve property.
While the normative model was intended to be

generally robust to actual commercial markets, some of the
model s restrictions/assumptions may not hold in all
situations. Such restrictions/assumptions, that may explain
why tenants improve property in actual commercial
markets, include:

improvements are not standard: the nonnative
model assumed that only one type of improvement
could be made. In actual markets, there are
hundreds of different improvements that can be
made, often customized by the tenant. If an owner
were to make a specific improvement before renting
the property, it would lose the chance to lease to
potential tenants that desired other types of
improvements.42 In fact, some very specific types of
improvements made by the owner could ~ the
rent it would receive, as many tenants might
consider them a negative;"3

41 A OWD«, for example, might build IIIIIDCfOUI interior wa1.Isin • downtown office Ip&CC to
create many private offices.. Many potential tenants, however, would no( want 111m offices,
or would want k private offices let up in • vccy different manner.
4J An example oCthis might be In OWD« putting in DeWwa1l40-wal1, purple carpeting in an
office. Many firms would view this as an expeose, .iocc they would have to rip it out and ~
carpet.
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the costs of making improvements may differ: a
particular tenant may have made similar
improvements to numerous properties in the past.
Through this experience, the tenant might have
learned how to efficiently make these improvements.
Thus, through lower improvement costs, the tenant
may be able to recover its costs in situations where

the owner could not recover its costs; and44
specific value to a tenant: the normative model
assumed that the benefits (increased revenue/lower

operating costs) to a tenant ofrenting an improved
property could not be significantly larger than the
difference in rent between the two types of property.
An actual tenant may derive benefit (p in the
normative model) that significantly exceeds the
rental difference ( _ ) for the two types of
properties. This can produce a situation in which
neither the owner nor tenant can recover the

improvement costs through rent differences, but the
tenant can recover the improvement costs through
increased revenuellower operating costs.

For these reasons, and others, the normative model does not
capture all aspects of actual commercial markets for rental
property.

Summary

The normative model showed that a potential tenant
would never rent an unimproved property and make

•.• This situation is not likely to occur, as typically both the owner or tenant would hire a
linn to make the improvements.
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improvements to it. This result differs from the true
behavior of leaseholders of commercial property who often
make significant improvements. A number of reasons may
exist for this discrepancy, including: (1) finns want
different types of improvements; (2) some finns may be able
to make improvements more efficiently; and (3) potential
tenants gain different benefit (decreased costs/increased
revenue) from operating in an improved property. Including
any combination of these three points in an extension of the
normative model would be an appropriate topic for future
research.

While the above reasons may explain why tenants
actually improve property that they rent, these markets also
call for the coordination between owners and tenants.

Owners need to be aware of the value of improvements to
tenants before making their decisions over whether to
improve property. That is, tenants will not improve
property if they believe that the value of improvements to
tenants is so small that they will not pay the increased rent

( 6). In these cases, there is no way for the owner to
recover its up-front improvement costs. Since owners do
not know in actual markets the value to tenants of improved
property, two potentially inefficient situations can occur:

Owners underestimate value of improvements to
tenants: This will cause there to be less than an

efficient number of improved property available.

Owners overestimate value of improvements to
tenants: This will cause there to be more than an

efficient number of improved property available.
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Modeling the potential coordination between owners and
tenants may be very complicated, as owners do not know
whether the tenants would be willing to pay the increased
rent of improved property. In this sense, economics
provides some tools for analyzing this problem. The
problem could be simplified as a strategic interaction
between one owner and one tenant. The owner would

maximize its expected value based upon knowing that the
tenant s internal value for improvements ( p ) is distributed
from 0 to P. Within the same context, there is the
possibility that the tenant has ability to signal its preferences
(value of improvements) to the owner. These ideas could
also provide some insights for future research.

This paper has attempted to begin the process of
modeling the market for the rentals of commercial property.
While the result obtained in this normative model is not

totally consistent with actual markets, there are numerous
avenues to pursue extensions and future research.
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